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NEXR Technologies appoints Alexander Klos as new Chief
Financial Officer
Berlin, 09 December 2021
NeXR Technologies SE (XETRA: NXR) has appointed Alexander Klos as its new Chief
Financial Officer (CFO) effective 1 December 2021 on an interim basis. Alexander Klos is
taking over from Erdal Kurtyener, who had previously left the company to take on new
professional challenges at his own request. Erdal Kurtyener is leaving the virtual reality
industry to take on responsibility for the digitization of the business model in the
management of one of Germany's largest discounters. Alexander Klos joins the
management of NeXR Technologies SE as CFO responsible for finance and corporate IT.
Klos is to continue the build-up of the finance department initiated by Kurtyener and
contribute to the development of strategic partnerships with his many years of expertise
in digital business models.
Overall, Klos has around 30 years of experience in responsible positions for global digitalfirst companies such as SoundCloud and Universal Music. Following his assignments as
Director Finance for the games developer Fishlabs and CFO of the social games
marketing company Kuuluu, Alexander Klos was most recently responsible for the
financial management of the partner marketing platform Ingenious Technologies AG as
CFO.
Markus Peuler, CEO of NeXR Technologies: "In Alexander Klos, we are gaining a
passionate finance and technology expert as CFO who, with his extensive network and
deep platform knowledge, is the perfect professional to accelerate NeXR's growth by
expanding partnerships and processes. I would also like to thank Erdal Kurtyener on
behalf of the Board of Directors for his passionate commitment. He has taken on the
responsibility as CFO at a crucial time of change and has been significantly involved in
steering NeXR through difficult waters. I wish him every success for his professional
and personal future."
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About NeXR Technologies
NeXR Technologies SE is a Berlin-based publicly listed company (XETRA: NXR) providing
B2B solutions for virtual economies using Extended Reality (XR) technologies. The core
of its portfolio is to offer photo-real 3D avatar creation, virtual body measurement,
virtual fitting, motion capture, and virtual reality solutions. In this course, NeXR develops
two distinct platforms that integrate avatars - so-called digital twins - into cloud
solutions: Avatar.Cloud offers Avatars with precise body measuring and imaging
solutions in virtual fitting rooms and fitness tracking applications. Event.Cloud integrates
avatars and green screen capturing into virtual stages and environments through the
Unreal Engine. These hybrid technological solutions are developed and serviced live by
our motion capture and virtual production studio, enabling NeXR Technologies to
produce fully immersive and interactive events such as virtual concerts, virtual keynotes,
and virtual educational formats, which can either be streamed in both virtual reality and
virtual production platforms such as Twitch, TikTok, and Youtube, live!
For more information, please visit www.nexr-technologies.com.
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